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ATTRIBUTES WITH MR. POTATO HEAD
Attribute Materials: Color

candy  cars  Play-Doh®
juice  paint  markers
clothing  Lego®  apples
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ATTRIBUITE MATERIALS: COLOUR

MULTIPLE COLOUR EXAMPLES
Attribute Materials: Size

Big/little
- any food
- keychain toys
- marbles

Long/short
- bubble wands
- pencils
- licorice
ATTRIBUTEMATERIALS: SIZE

I want Grande Non-fat Latte

ATTRIBUTEMATERIALS: SIZE

I want little milkshake
Attribute Materials: Shape

cookies  paper clips
crackers  cookie cutters
candy  Lego®
ATTRIBUTEMATERIALS:SHAPE

I want
diamond
blocks
CONTAINERLESSONS

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT:
HTTP://WWW.PECSPRODUCTS.COM/CATALOG/

Attributes: Characters
Attributes: Body Parts

Mr. Potato Head
Ink Stamp

Bandages
Massager

I want
arm

I want
bandage

I want
yellow
circle
bandage
arm
Thematic Unit Vocabulary

- Alphabet
- Numerals
- Body Parts
- Animals
- Vehicles
- Actions
- Holidays
ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY: ANIMALS
ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY: DINOSAURS

ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY: ANIMALS
ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY: ANIMALS
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• Use front cover of book or activity boards during active teaching of new attribute pictures
• Teach learner to look inside book for mastered attribute pictures
ATTRIBUTES: COFFEE ORDER

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT:
HTTP://WWW.PECSPRODUCTS.COM/CATALOG/
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT:

HTTP://WWW.PECSPRODUCTS.COM/CATALOG/

PHASE VI: COMMENTING
I SMELL, I TASTE, AND I WANT...

I see

I smell

I want

mango

watermelon

strawberry

I taste

raspberries

lip balm

I ITEG

dolphin

frog

bear

penguin

pig

elephant

I want

it's

snake
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REQUESTING MULTIPLE REINFORCERS

PHASE VI: COMMENTING
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT:
HTTP://WWW.PECSPRODUCTS.COM/CATALOG/